Evaluating the Impact of Community Led Support Groups
FOR PEOPLE AFFECTED BY NTDs IN KWARA AND KADUNA, NIGERIA
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The opened window signifies how we are now enlightened through this support
group, before it seemed we were in a room with doors and windows closed. This
support group has shown us how we can take care of ourselves. I thought of the
condition we were in before, the position we are now is in the form of a room with
ventilation. The closed one represents us when we knew nothing, and the one open
represents us now with our eyes open to so many things as a result of the support
group and we are glad to be part of it.

The pawpaw tree was not as big as it is now, so I relate to how our group has grown to
the extent that we must check our membership list to know the members, that is why I
took the picture. The group has grown and enlarged as the tree has grown branches
with larger green leave which signify the tree is in good condition. Most of us were
not like this before this project started but now, we look good socially and mentally
because we know how to manage and take care of ourselves.

This is a picture of women in the group making soap. The photo represents support.
We decided to support ourselves in the group by making soap in large quantities
to sell in the market. The meeting has been able to make participants engage in
business by making soap and sell it to get income to run the group. This would
help us sustain the finance of the group for it to run smoothly. I feel happy that the
support group is making the members not to depend on any one for money.
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This is a picture of some group members during one of our district meetings,
during one of our health talks. I feel happy that the support group is bringing
people together to learn new things about their health and wellbeing.

This is a picture of us eating together, my siblings and I. Before, we all used to eat on
different plates. This is as a result of the unity I have learned in our group. Just as we
are united in the group, we should also be united together with all our family members.
It relates how we have been enlightened. I feel very happy because they also agree
with what I am saying.

This is the picture of me assisting my mother to wash her swollen legs. The photo
represents the things we learnt from the support group meeting. The teaching by
the health worker on how to care for swollen legs of a lymphedema patient was
very useful for my mother and me. I now know how to assist her to take care of her
legs and I also always remind her to do all the things the health worker said, like raising
it at night when she sleeps. I was thinking of the benefits of this teaching to members of
the group. My mother feels so much better now and her swollen legs is not heavy like
before. I feel very happy to learn more about lymphedema.

This is the picture of a house. This photo represents the support group. A group is like
a building that houses people and they live together there. When we started the group,
it didn’t have a form or shape but as we continued receiving information and teachings
now it has taken a particular shape like this house. This shows that we are working
together and there is understanding among us.

This is the picture of the soap the group made to be sold in the market. The photo
represents income. This soap when sold would be a source of money for the group.
With this money we can support group members that need assistance and run the
group activities with the money. I feel very happy to see that the group will sustain
itself with this business.
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This is the photo of a drainage along one of the roads I pass. The photo helps me to
explain a big difference in how I feel and some of the results of the health talks during the
support group meetings. After the health talk when we were taught how to take care of
lymphedema and reduce the swelling, I began to practice what I was taught and as
a result of that my legs don’t swell so much again. Now I can jump across drainages
like this. I feel very happy because before, I would avoid crossing drainages like this and
search for other routes because of my swollen legs but now I can cross it easily.

This photo expresses the joy in my heart as regards to this support group we established in
our Local Government Area and communities. When the support group in the community,
which I facilitate, started, it was at a standstill, because members were not coming for
meetings. Then I had to follow them up and encourage them on what we stand to gain as
a group regarding all that we have been taught. Then suddenly events started happening
and we started moving forward just the way we ride a motorcycle forward and not
backward. People started taking the support group seriously and coming for meetings,
sharing ideas, and contributing, even new members from the community decide to join
us because they have seen the benefit of our first meeting. They were impressed with our
discussion and how we are willing to push each other forward.

This is the picture of meat sellers in the market. The photo represents hope. My brother
used to sell meat at the local market before he was diagnosed with leprosy. Since the
group, he started having the courage to go out more often and seeing people in the
market, he says he has hope that one day he would be able to go back to his trade.
I was thinking that whenever we have anybody that is sick around us, we should
encourage each other and make each other feel good about ourselves instead of
making them feel bad, it helps them to get better quickly. This is what I have learnt
from the support group. I feel very happy to see that the group is really a place where we
support each other.
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This is an electric bulb. The picture show how we are now enlightened, we didn’t know
about the group but are now members and have benefited from the support of the group.
I thought of how we were in the dark...now light has shone on us. I feel happy because we
didn’t know much but through this support group a lot have been communicated to us
and we hope to get more knowledge. We hope that the group will progress further and
will keep shining just like the light and grow from the level it is.

This is the picture of group members during one of our community meetings in Bode
Babana ward. The photo represents freedom. the group members see the group
meetings as a place to talk and are free to talk about how they feel. When we started,
group members were not too free to talk and share ideas and experiences. But as the
meeting progresses, members now are eager to listen to each other share experiences and
also give words of encouragement when necessary. I feel very happy to see that the group
is really a place where we support each other.

The well is old and closed, it signifies how a person can be secluded from everything.
It relates to how the group was dormant but now we sincerely see the essence of the
group. I can now operate a camera just by joining this group and learn the business of
soap making to be independent. I don’t feel happy when I look at this picture because
it reminds me of my former state but things are beginning to change now.
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They are elders of our community. They too heard about the group and have come
to encourage us and advise us on how to live in the community and enlighten people
concerning our condition. I feel happy how people have accepted the process 100%...
I am encouraged by the support received from them.

Bashir Ibrahim (Male, Group leader, Dan Alhaji community, Kaduna)
They are farmers heading to the farm. One person cannot lift that bag of maize by
himself but coming together they were able to lift it up, thereby achieving their goal.
Therefore, we must all put in our efforts together to lift up our support group to a
higher level just like these people came together to lift up the bag of maize. If we do
that, I believe we will all achieve our goal and objectives.

This is a picture of the community mosque. It represents feeling better about yourself.
The support group has made most of the members to not feel shy about their condition
anymore. They now feel better about themselves. I also do not feel shy to stand by them
during prayers. I was thinking that the positive stories that the participants share
among each other gives them courage to live a normal life.
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This is a truck pusher heading to the market.
He is a healthy person looking for what will
sustain him. There are some group members
who could not do this type of hard labour
but some of them can now in Kayarda
community. This person in the picture once
asked if he could join the group. He was
captivated by our discussion and stopped
to listen, and he showed interest in joining
the group. As the chairman of the group in
Gunduma Kayrada, I said eligible persons
to join the group are only those with any of
skin diseases and he doesn’t have any of the
diseases. I think he can join the group if he
is given the privilege because he had shown
interest.

Adamu Saleh
(Male, Kayarda community group leader, Kaduna)

Leadership

This is our community group meeting where we discuss on how to move the group
forward in my community. We work together to see that this group progresses and that
means we agree on certain decisions so that all of us have a skill that will bring in resources
for us. The things I have learnt in the district meetings has helped me and boosts my
confidence as a leader in my community, such that I am able to communicate it to my
group members and they in turn can teach others and bring them in.
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These are my group members and all of us from different background and culture
come together to become a group. I have learnt to live together with people and
be proactive and do something to improve my health and livelihood.

This is a picture of people fetching water at the borehole tap. The photo represents
that the meeting has made the members pay less attention to people looking at
them like they are different. They now feel free to discuss among people and go to
public places. The meeting has been able to make participants encourage each other
by sharing personal experiences. I feel happy that the support group is making the
members not to be shy anymore.
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The photo shows the opportunity
the support group has given me
to be a leader and improve on
myself and the lives of others like
me as a health worker. Before
now, I used to be very shy and
would not come out and speak.
But now I have to lead the
support group and encourage
people to attend because of the
benefits and outcomes I have
seen so far in my health and
that of other members. I feel
very happy for the opportunity to
lead. I am very grateful.

Habibat Suleiman
(Female, District support group leader,
Kwara)

They are a group of goats. I showed the group members how the animals have
grouped themselves and are working together to encourage us on the need to
grow together as a group.

This is a picture of people trading in our local market. I have had discussions with some
members of the group who are affected by lymphedema and one of them did not like to
go out especially to the market because he felt people would always stare at his legs and
that would make him feel bad. But since we started the support group meetings and he
heard positive stories from other people about the way they don’t feel bad anymore when
other people stare at them, he too does not feel shy about going out.
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The photo represents good health and
progress. It shows that I can stand well on
my leg to mix the liquid soap and even
though I am on duty on this day, I still
created time for my support group meeting
because I know there are always new
things to learn any time we come together
for a meeting. I was thinking that being a
health worker and also a member of this
support group will encourage people to
join this group and we are all learning
together. No matter how busy I might be
at the clinic, I always note my community
meeting days to ensure I don’t miss it. I feel
great seeing that we are all learning from
one another and are encouraged not to
miss the group meetings.

Habibat Suleiman
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